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Abstract

The crystal structures of various monoclinic and triclinic mineral phases belonging to the
hilgardite, CarBrOrCl .HrO-tyretskite, CarBrOnOH.H2O group are based on the linkage
in chains or layers of pentaborate polyanions, [BrOrr]n-, which can exist in two stereoiso-
meric configurations. A new nomenclature for these phases is proposed based on their struc-
tural relationships.

Introduction

The minerals in the hilgardite group with the chemical
composition Car[BrO"]Cl .HrO occur in a number of tri-
clinic and monoclinic phases (Hurlbut and Taylor, 1937;
Hurlbut, 1938; Braitsch, 1959). The crystal structures of
two of these phases, hilgardite (monoclinic) and parahil-
gardite (triclinic) have been described by Ghose and Wan
(1977;1979) and Wan and Ghose (1983) and that of an
unnamed triclinic phase by Rumanova et al. (1977). From
the unit cell dimensions and space group, it is clear that the
OH variety (instead of Cl) of hilgardite which has been
named tyretskite by Kondrat'eva (1964) has a very similar
crystal structure.

The building block of all these structures is the pentabo-
rate polyanion [BrOrr]e- consisting of three borate tetra-
hedra and two borate triangles sharing corners, which can
exist in two stereoisomeric configurations, left- or right-
handed (l or d). By sharing tetrahedral corners, these polya-
nions form chains parallel to the c axis (6.3-6.4A;, which in
turn are connected to four such chains along the a and b
axes, such that the corners of borate tetrahedra share cor-
ners of borate triangles. A zeolite-type pseudo-tetragonal
open borate framework is formed this way, where the chlo-
rine atoms (or OH groups) and the water molecules are
located in straight channels parallel to c and the calcium
atoms in zigzag channels parallel to the a and b axes. The
polymorphism in the hilgardite-tyretskite group can be ex-
plained by various ways in which the borate chains or
layers composed of pentaborate polyanions in I or d config-
urations are linked within the structure (Ghose, 1982).r
Following Braitsch (1959), the term "polytropism" is sug-
gested for this particular form of polymorphism, which is a
special type of polytypism. Based on the structural re-
lationships among these minerals, a revised nomenclature
is proposed (see the original proposal by Braitsch, 1959),

I Some of the atom labels in Fig. 8 (Ghose, 1982): crystal struc-
ture of parahilgardite down the c axis are incorrect. For the cor-
rect figure, see Wan and Ghose (1983), Fig. 5.
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which has been approved by the IMA Commission on New
Minerals and Mineral Names (1984). The initial subdiv-
ision is according to whether Cl or OH is dominant and a
further subdivision based on crystallographic criteria. The
new nomenclature has the advantage of accommodating
new polymorphs without invoking new names.

Hilgardites

Proposed Nomenclature

Tvretskites
Car[BrOn]Cl.HrO Car[BrOr](OH).HrO

l. Hilgardite-lTc Tyretskite-lTc
(unnamed phase of Rumanova (Kondrat'eva (1964)

et al. (1977). Triclinic; unit cell volume
Triclinic; unit cell volume 203.3Lt; one formula unit per

205.8A3; one formula unit per cell.
cell.

2. Hilgardite-4M not known
(hilgardite)

Monoclinic: unit cell volume
817.8A; 4 formula units per cell.

3. Hilgarilite-3Tc not known
(parahilgardite)
Triclinic; unit cell volume
614.8A; 3 formula units per cell.

Furthermore, for consistency strontiohilgardite of
Braitsch (1959) should be renamed strontian hilgardite-lTc.
The Cl-tyretskite described by Hodenberg and Ktihn (1977)
is in fact the same mineral as strontian hilgardite-lTc.
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